
SIZE is in millimetres

Price is GBP, excluding pack and freight

"Type" indicates the method of application:-

W = waterslide

D = "dryfix"

V = Varnish fix

P = Plastic (self-adhesive)

L = Laser-cut

S = Self-adhesive

H = hand finished

C = cut and printed

Due to continuing change in stock we reserve the right to ship in a different application method 

to that shown whenever the advertised type is unavailable

Ref. Description Size Price Type

AK1 Miscellaneous ACCLES AND POLLOCK butted tubing.  Black, silver lettering.  CURRENTLY OUT OF STOCK 38mm oval Gone! V

DP1 ACCLES & POLLOCK "Kromo" tubing transfer.  Gold oblong, "CM" in centre, "Plain Guage Tubes Forks & 

Stays"

40 x 26 £4.00 V

DP2 ACCLES & POLLOCK "Kromo SAQ" tubing transfer.  Green/black oval "Frame tubes" version. 42 x 27 £4.00 V

DP3 ACCLES & POLLOCK "Kromo SAQ" tubing transfer.  Green/black oblong with circle "AP" over the top 34 x 30 £4.00 V

DP4 ACCLES & POLLOCK "Kromo SAQ" tubing transfer.  Later version.  Oblong, multicolour, "Frame Tubing" 

aaround the bottom.

40 x 33 £4.00 V

DP5 ACCLES & POLLOCK "Kromo Chrome Molybdenum Frame Tubing" transfer.  Green/black oblong with circle 

"AP" over the top

34 x 30 £4.00 V

BZ2 A J HODGE cycles head/seat in red/black/gold 72 x 45 £4.40 P

EV1 AENDE downtube decal.  Chunky block with accent over final "e".  Black with white edge or reverse. 157 x 23 £3.20 C

EV2 AENDE seatube decal.  Chunky block in vertical format with accent over final "e".  Black with white edge or 

reverse.

157 x 31 £3.20 C

EV3 AENDE head-tube decal.  Chunky block in vertical format with accent over final "e".  Black with white edge or 

reverse.  I am indebted to Marcus Talbot for providing details to enable this item to be produced!

90 x 25 £2.60 C

AEROSPACE/VISCOUNT

CC3 AEROSPACE (Viscount Aerospace) GRAND SPORT D/T transfer.  White/black edge Gone!

CC4 AEROSPACE (Viscount Aerospace) GRAND TOURING D/T transfer.  White/black edge 160 x 13 £3.00 D

CC1 AEROSPACE CLUB (Viscount Aerospace) D/T transfer.  White/black edge 175 x 13 £3.00 D

CC2 AEROSPACE CLUB (Viscount Aerospace) T/T transfer.  White/black edge 100 x 7 £1.90 D

AEROSPACE For other VISCOUNT AEROSPACE transfers see "Specials"

CC5 AEROSPACE G.P. (Viscount Aerospace) T/T transfer.  White/black edge 100 x 7 £1.90 D

CC7 AEROSPACE PRO Viscount Aerospace) T/T transfer.  White/black edge 155 x 12 £2.80 C

CC14 AEROSPACE tubing detail.  This is a large mirror-metallic decal used at the bottom of the seat tube on Viscount 

and Aerospace frames.  Multiple detail about tubing spec and strengths.  All printed in black onto mirror-finish 

material.

89 x 50 £4.40 C

CC10 VISCOUNT (Aerospace) Head transfer.  Shield in shiny SILVER vinyl with red/white/blue print. 40 x 60 £4.50 C

CC11 VISCOUNT (Viscount Aerospace) Downtube decal.  White lettering with black edge in unique Viscount typeface 132 x 16 £2.75 C

CC13 VISCOUNT (Viscount Aerospace) Downtube decal.  White lettering with black edge in unique Viscount typeface.  

Bigger version of CC11

171 x 20 £3.30 C

CC12 VISCOUNT (Viscount Aerospace) Downtube decal.  Clear panel with Viscount printed either side in unique 

typeface, and "hand crafted by trusty of England" down the middle.  Black lettering on clear. i.e. the Viscount is 

in outline only, with colour of frame showing througfh the centre of the letters.  ONE ONLY per  frame.

135 x 60 £5.50 C

MANUFACTURERS TRANSFERS

REMEMBER that transfers are priced EACH (unless stated).  If you want a pair 

remember to order two !



CC15 VISCOUNT (Viscount Aerospace) Downtube decal.  Clear panel with Viscount printed either side in unique 

typeface, and "hand crafted by trusty of England" down the middle.  Basically the same as CC12 but the word 

Viscount has a white fill inside the black outline.  ie frame colour does NOT show through that bit!  ONE ONLY 

needed per  frame.

135 x 60 £5.50 C

BY2 ALCYON head/seat transfer with flying duck black over silver. 61 x 40 £4.90 W

BY1 ALCYON script downtube in gold 75 x 30 £2.50 C

JT1 ALGURN head/seat decal with swags and Garratt Lane address.  Multicolour. 60 x 41 £6.50 C

JT2 ALGURN downtube decal.  Gold lettering with black and mid-blue extrusion.  Very tasty! 152 x 26 £4.00 C

EB1 ALLEGRO downtube decal.  Allegro typeface in plain black or plain white. 194 x 24 £3.00 L

EB2 ALLEGRO top tube decal.  Allegro typeface in plain black or plain white. 68 x 8 £2.00 L

EB10 ALLEGRO head tube decal.  Multicolour shield with scolloped top. 44 x 54 £4.50 C

EB11 ALLEGRO seat tube decal.  Triangular Swiss flag, "Allegro" above.  Multicolour. 73 x 40 £5.50 C

EB12 ALLEGRO "Made in Switzerland" decal.  Small clear patch  printed in either black, silver or gold. 22 x 8 £2.00 C

FD1 ALLIN Downtube decal.  BIG block caps in gold with red drop shadow and black keylines. 252 x 28 £4.90 C

FD2 ALLIN seat tube decal.  Vertical "ALLIN" modelled on FD1, with "Whitehorse Road" above and "Croydon" below 

in red blocks

127 x 27 £5.70 C

FD3 ALLIN little fork decals.  Simple "A" based on FD1 blocks.  Gold with red drop shadow and keylines. 14 x 14 £2.50 C

FD4 ALLIN head or seat tube crest decal.  Capital "A" with swags above and below, "Designed and built by" over the 

top.  Address of 57-59 Whitehorse Road and "Thornton Heath" telephone number.  Earlier type.

58 x 35 £6.50 C

FD5 ALLIN head or seat tube crest decal.  Capital "A" with swags above and below, "Designed and built by" over the 

top.  Address of 57-59 Whitehorse Road and "Croydon" telephone number.  Later type.

58 x 35 £6.50 C

FD6 ALLIN Downtube decal.  "The Allin" with "THE" in little block caps and "Allin" in larger script.  Gold/black edge 

OR black/gold edge.  Don't forget to CHOOSE!

80 X 20 £3.40 C

FD7 ALLIN fork decals.  Tiny little "Allin" in script.  Gold/black edge  PAIR 14 X 5 £4.20 C

FD8 ALLIN seat tube model decal.s.  Vertical "BUTLER" in gold with black edge, "Model" in a little box below.  Model 

name at top, as follows:- "special Stan", "standard Stan", "popular Stan".  Description sounds a little weird, but 

these were branded as "Stan Butler" models.  "Allin Club model" also available.  DON'T FORGET TO CHOOSE 

WHICH ONE YOU WANT!!!

115 X 34 £5.50 C

CB5 ANQUETIL head sticker.  Circle over R/W/B bands "Cycles J Anquetil France" 100 x 50 £3.50 S

CB3 ANQUETIL metalised down-tube thingy with rainbow band background.  I hate these things, but they WERE 

fitted in 60's-80's

158 x 26 £2.40 S

CB4 ANQUETIL seat panel.  R/W/B bands with picture.  Metalised (see above) 200 x 91 £8.50 S

CB2 ANQUETIL white blocks on black background oblong for D/T 128 x 22 £2.80

CB1 ANQUETIL. "J Anquetil" D/T block on elongated oval 254 x 29 £3.50

ARGOS decals are copied from samples in our collection.  They are offered here with the kind approval of the 

good guys at Argos (see "LINKS")

HP1 ARGOS Head/seat decal.  Rounded oblong with interlocking "A" & "G" at centre, "ARGOS" below £5.20 C

HP2 ARGOS downtube decal in white with black edge £3.60 C

HP3 ARGOS seattube decal in white with black edge £3.60 C

HP4 ARGOS top tube or seat stay decal, white with black edge. £2.00 C

HP5 ARGOS Seat tube bands with original "Canons Marsh" address. White/ble/re/black/green/white bands. Price per 

PAIR

£4.00 C

Y2 ARMSTRONG down-tube transfer.  Fancy "art nouveau" block style in gold/white/black. 193 x 22 £4.90 C

Y3 ARMSTRONG MOTH down tube transfer.  Fancy art nouveau block style in gold/white/black. 260 x 19 £7.20 C

Y1 ARMSTRONG moth lightweight head/seat.  NO LONGER AVAILABLE 44 x 38 V



Y4 ARMSTRONG head/seat crest.  There are quite a few, this is the circular one with the fella holding aloft a sign 

saying "The Better Bike".  He's remarkably "orange", like he lives on a sunbed (!), but that's the colour they were!

39 x 36 £5.80 C

CW1 BLRC roundel.  Cyclist with wrapped tub on Union Jack background.  British League of Racing Cyclists around 

the edge.  Multicolour

36 dia £3.20 C

CK1 BAINES decals are only available direct from Jeremy Cartwright at tjcycles.co.uk or by direct telephone to 05601 

648221.  Frame number and authenitification will be required before decals can be supplied.

 N/A S

DJ1 BATES.    E.G. BATES.  London E13 head transfer.  Blue and red print on white background. 48 x 41 £3.80 C

DJ2 BATES.    E.G. BATES.  Plaistow, London E13 downtube decal.  Blue and red red and gold print. 176 x 32 £4.50 C

BATES "ALL BATES TRANSFERS listed below are shown for information only.  They can only be ordered from 

Michael Bridgeland, 07834 831 288 or email:-

michael@bridgeland.freeuk.com

BR6 BATES OF LONDON D/T.  Block cap. With elongated triangle below. Red/black or gold/black or white/black. 130 x 25 W

BR23 BATES OF LONDON D/T.  Massive decal that sat centrally over the top of the tube.  Little fella on a bike at each 

end, "organ pipe" ends with shading, "Bates" in script in the centre.  This is a really stunning decal.

265 x 42 C

BR2 BATES London head/seat.  Multicolour with bat. 52 x 61 W

BR5 BATES (Westcliffe) single D/T.  Red/black/gold. (NOTE:- NOT  the earlier LONDON single d/t with the little man 

on his bike!  BR23 is the code if you want that one!)

127 x 44 W

BR1 BATES Westcliffe head/seat. Multicolour 41 x 58 W

BR16 BATES seat tube transfer.  Olympic colour "organ pipes" with "a genuine handmade" in script and little bat over 

gold in centre.  Hmm.  Sexy.

220 x 51 W

BR531 BATES 531 transfer.  Unique to Bates machines and not found on any other maker. 30 x 40 C

BR22 BATES "Cantiflex tubes" rosette.  Gold/black. 25mm dia C

BR21 BATES "Diadrant forks" rosette.  Gold/black. 25mm dia C

BR10 BATES "B.A.R." top tube transfer.  Gold/black. 30 x 7 W

BR13 BATES B.A.R. vertical seat tube transfer.  Red/black, gold/black or white/black 105 x 34 W

BR12 BATES "Vergrandis" seat tube.  Red/black or white/black or gold/black 100 x 22 W

BR11 BATES "Vergrandis" top tube.  Gold/black or red/black. 30 x 7 W

BR15 BATES "Volante" TT transfer.  Gold and black 11 x 22 W

BR14 BATES VENDOMES down-tube transfer..  Green and black. 142 x 30 C

JJ1 BENELUX gear arm decal.  Tiny vertical "BENELUX" in vertical blue/red "sausage" shape.  These were used on 

the Benelux Mk7 gear. PLEASE NOTE THESE ARE SHIPPED IN THREES!  This is so that they can be applied 

and NOT clearcoated, which looks much better.  They will gradually fade due to solvent attack from lubes, so 

just peel off a faded one and stick on a new one.  Simples!

21 x 7 £4.80 C

EY1 BERRY - Johnny Berry, Manchester.  Downtube decal.  Plain "Berry" in serifed block caps.  Red with gold edge. 136 x 21 £3.20 C

EY2 BERRY - Johnny Berry, Manchester. Seat tube decal.  Later version.  Vertical oblong with curved edges.  Globe 

at top.  "Johnny Berry Manchester" underneath.

38 x 54 £5.40 C

BK12 BIANCHI head/seat for newer machines.  Black "eagle" on white 30 x 45 £4.20 C

BK11 BIANCHI head/seat transfer for older machines.  Multicolour "eagle" 33 x 55 £6.20 P

BK2 BIANCHI red/black/gold D/T for 1950/60's machines 158 x 28 £3.20 W

BK13 BIANCHI head.  Green/gold/blue/white eagle. 45 x 38 £4.20 P

BK14 BIANCHI head seat transfer.  Multicolour with eagle and "Edoardo Bianchi" for early machines. 75 x 42 £6.20 D

BK3 BIANCHI D/T dark blue lettering and wing with gold detail to lower wing 211 x 22 £3.60 C

BK4 BIANCHI seat-tube in dark blue lettering and wing with gold detail to lower wing.  Smaller version of BK3 and 

applied sideways on the tube.

172 x 17 £3.20 C

BK5 BIANCHI D/T dark blue lettering with gold drop shadow and lines that run out to left and right. 211 x 23 £3.60 C

BK20 BIANCHI signature for top tube.  The great Ernesto Bianchi's "scrawl".  Available in black or in white printed onto 

clear.  CHOOSE

£2.00 C

AM2 BIRD (KEN BIRD).  Downtube decal.  Black lettering with further black outer line.  Printed onto clear. 170 x 25 £3.00 C

AM3 BIRD (KEN BIRD).  Seat tube decal.  Black lettering with further black outer line.  Printed onto clear. 227 x 21 £3.20 C

REMEMBER that transfers are priced EACH (unless stated).  If you want a pair 

remember to order two !



AM4 BIRD (KEN BIRD).  Head/fork decal.  Smaller version of seat tube decal.  Black lettering with further black outer 98 x 9 £2.00 C

AM5 BIRD (KEN BIRD).  Head decal.  "Pointy circle" design, black print onto clear.  As illustrated 49mm diameter £4.00 C

BOB JACKSON decals are only available as the earlier block capital wording, detailed below.  Bob Jackson are 

happy that I list these items, but NOT the crest decal that is still a current decal, so you need to source those 

direct from them.

HB1 BOB JACKSON downtube decal.  This is the older, block capital one with a central colour and outline.  Available 

white with black edge OR red with black edge.

240 x 25 £3.50 C

HB2 BOB JACKSON top tube decal.  This is the older, block capital one with a central colour and outline and is 

basically a reduced version of the downtube.  Available white with black edge OR red with black edge.

120 x 13 £2.80 C

HB3 BOB JACKSON seat tube decal.  This is the older, block capital one with a central colour and outline.  Just the 

word "Jackson" arranged vertically.  Available white with black edge OR red with black edge.

189 x 25 £3.20 C

AK5 BONDERISED horizontal "sausage-shaped" decal in gold/red/black 35 x 18 £2.40 C

HZ1 BOTTECCHIA downtube decal.  Sausage in pale cream with blue and gold borders, "Bottecchia" in blue and 

gold script inside.

128 x 27 £4.20 C

HZ2 BOTTECCHIA head/seat crest.  Multicolour stylised eagle over horse-sho shap with "Bottecchia" and "fabbrica 

cicli" around the bottom.

53 x 35 £6.50 C

T1 BRAMPTON beautiful "guaranteed made with Brampton fittings" with Birmingham coat of arms 51 x 38 £3.50 V

JM1 BROMWICH - Tom Bromwich downtube decal for this Coventry maker.  Fairly simple block capitals, printed 

white or black onto clear.  Don't forget to CHOOSE!

224 x 17 £2.80 C

JM2 BROMWICH - Tom Bromwich downtube decal in white with double outline to each letter, first gold then black. 205 x 21 £3.20 C

JM3 BROMWICH - Tom Bromwich seat tube decal in white with double outline to each letter, first gold then black.  

Letters are as JM2, but arranged vertically.

228 x 29 £3.20 C

JM4 BROMWICH - Tom Bromwich headtube crest for this Coventry maker.  Multicolour with gold and bronze 

shading.  Far Gosforth St address.

38 x 56 £6.50 C

U2 BROOKS "patent applied for" transfer.  Gold on black 44 x 32 £2.40 V

U1 BROOKS "Patent saddle suspension" transfer.  Gold on black 44 x 32 £2.40 V

GF1 BROOKES.  L H Brookes, Manchester.  Head/seat crest.  Oval with LHB at centre.  Predominantly blue and gold 

with black detailing.

54 x 41 £6.50 C

GF2 BROOKES.  L H Brookes, Manchester.  Very fancy script with underline which contains the words "Cycles 

Manchester"  Printed in gold or in black onto clear.  CHOOSE!

180 x 27 £3.50 C

C11 BSA modern  downtube (or chaincase) decal.  Stylised winged B.  White with black outline or silver with black 

outline CHOOSE!

94 x 20 £3.20 C

C12 BSA modern  seat tube decal.  Stylised winged B in vertical format.  White with black outline or silver with black 

outline CHOOSE!

75 x 30 £2.80 C

C13 BSA modern  head/seat tube crest.  Stylised winged B in vertical format with overlapping "sausage" shapes.  

Black with white lettering and outline or black with silver lettering and outline.  CHOOSE!

64 x 35 £4.20 C

C8 BSA "Streamlight" downtube transfer.  Plain gold, specifically for Streamlight model. 155 x 18 £3.90 H

C1 BSA head/seat transfer. Plain gold. Piled arms 54 x 20 £3.00 W

C2 BSA piled arms and garter.  This one DOES have a black background to the gold wording at top and bottom. 60 x 35 £5.20

C3 BSA Piled arms and garter.  This one has NO black background to the semicircular gold wording. 60 x 37 £5.20

C4 BSA red/black or white/black or gold/black blocks 98 x 22 £2.80 W

C5 BSA sloping blocks with winged 'B' in black, gold, blue, red or white.  Waterslide stocks now running out, most 

are shipped as cut or printed thin  vinyl

79 x 38 £3.00 W or C

C9 BSA "WAYFARER" seat tube decal.  Letters stacked vertically.  White centre to letters, black, then gold, black 

again lining around the outside.  NOTE also used on Raleighs!

187 x 25 £3.50 C

C6 BSA.  Paratroopers bicycle ordnance mark.  Gold 30 x 30 £1.80 W

C7 BSA.  Paratroopers bicycle patent/design number transfer.  Gold 50 x 9 £1.80 W

C10 BSA metal headbadge.  This is the cast version from '30's and 40's.  63mm height, vertical rivet holes at 55mm 

centres.  Very fine cast bronze detail

£18.00



BX4 CAMPAGNOLO "Gruppo Record" transfer with white signature, globe etc.  Multicolour in blue, yellow and white.  

This is the one with the pointy "onion" shaped top.

29 x 25 £2.80 C

BX7 CAMPAGNOLO "Gruppo Record" transfer with white signature, globe etc.  Multicolour in blue, yellow and white.  

This is the one with a smooth rounded top.

29 x 20 £2.80 C

BX8 CAMPAGNOLO oval with "prodotti speciali" around outside.  Globe in black, red outer line, NO gold detail 31 x 18 £2.80 C

BX9 CAMPAGNOLO oval with "prodotti speciali" around outside.  MULTICOLOUR globe, GOLD outer line, gold detail 

in the design.

31 x 18 £2.80 C

BX1 CAMPAGNOLO.  Standard Campag script.  White, gold or black. 115 x 23 £2.80 W

BX2 CAMPAGNOLO.  Standard Campag script.  White, gold or black. 73 x 15 £2.60 W

BX3 CAMPAGNOLO.  Standard Campag script.  White, gold or black. 46 x 9 £2.30 W

BX5 CAMPAGNOLO shield.  Black shield with silver and blue surround.  Winged hub/QR in blue, "Campagnolo" in 

red around the bottom of the shield.

39 x 29 £2.80 D

BX6 CAMPAGNOLO band for seat or downtube.  Oblong with Italian colours and "CAMPAGNOLO" at centre. 60 x 8 £2.20 C

BX10 CAMPAGNOLO "romboid and circle" decal.  Blue background, Campanolo signature and multicolour globe. 50 x 25 £3.40 C

AY1 CARLTON slightly fancy block D/T (as per "flyer").  Gold/black, white/black or red/black. 145 x 20 £3.20 W

AY2 CARLTON "Carlton Flyer" top tube scripts.  Gold/black or silver/black 35 x 20 £1.80 W

AY3 CARLTON downtube script with 3-D effect.  Gold/black, white/black or red/black 120 x 28 £2.80 W

AY13 CARLTON downtube script.  The short, more upright verion than AY3.  Available white/black, red/black or 

gold/black.

80 x 18 £3.00 W

AY29 CARLTON downtube script.  Later type, larger and somewhat simpler than other versions.  Available white with 

black edge ONLY.  Please note size.  It sounds too big, but is accurately made from an original sample

130 x 35 £3.50 C

AY4 CARLTON  Vertical "Carlton" in double oblong for seat tube.  Black edge and wording, red, white or gold fill 

colour.

24 x 56 £2.70 W

AY5 CARLTON long fancy seat tube transfer with double central "CC" portion (Carlton Cycles).  Multicolour but 

central portion came with either red or green circle with other colour changes in lettering to match.  Please order 

red or green version.  Sorry about the price they're very expensive to produce.

202 x 40 £10.60 C

AY6 CARLTON seat tube transfer with double central "CC" portion (Carlton Cycles).  Multicolour oval with either red 

or green circle and other colour changes in lettering and fill colours to match.  Please order red or green version.

55 x 38 £5.20 C

AY7 CARLTON long fancy seat tube transfer with double central "CC" portion (Carlton Cycles).  Very similar to AY5 

but red/white/blue portion above and below central badge has more inserts.  Earlier than AY5.  Please order red 

or green version.  Sorry about the price !

217 x 38 £10.60 C

AY8 CARLTON seat decal.  "craftsman built by Carlton Cycles Worksop England" in gold and black. 59 x 32 £3.50 C

AY9 CARLTON down tube decal.  The later version in white/black blocks. 191 x 26 £3.20 C

AY10 CARLTON vertical seat decal.  Later version in vertical White/black blocks 198 x 34 £3.20 C

AY34 CARLTON seat decals.  Pair of black and white bands to fit above and below AY10 style lettering.  "craftsman 

built" across centre.   Price PER PAIR

94 x 11 £3.80 C

AY27 CARLTON vertical fork decals.  Smaller version of AY10.   Price PER PAIR 100 x 16 £5.50 C

AY24 CARLTON head/seat transfer from 70's/80's.  Overlapping oblongs with "CARLTON" centrally and "Worksop"-

"England" to left and right.  Black and white.

58 x 30 £3.40 C

AY11 CARLTON fork transfers.  Little "belt buckle" circles with white "Carlton" script over.  These little fellas are 

gorgeous!  NOTE that there were a number of different versions!  These ones have a bluey-green belt buckle 

and come with OR without the words "race proved" above/below the carlton signature.  Please state which type 

you want.  Default if no choice advised are the ones without.  PRICED PER  PAIR

27 x 25 £4.80 C

AY30 CARLTON fork decals for "Giro d'Italia" model.  As AY11 in base design, but with Giro dItalia across instead of 

"Carlton"

23 x 26 £4.80 C

AY31 CARLTON seat tube decal for "Giro d'Italia" model.  As AY30, but bigger, and only one was used at the front of 

the seat tube.

34 x 39 £3.80 C

AY32 CARLTON fork decals for "Criterium" model.  As AY11 in base design, but with Criterium across instead of 

"Carlton"

23 x 26 £4.80 C

REMEMBER that transfers are priced EACH (unless stated).  If you want a pair 

remember to order two !



AY33 CARLTON seat tube decal for "Criterium" model.  As AY32, but bigger, and only one was used at the front of the 

seat tube.

34 x 39 £3.80 C

AY12 CARLTON "man on bike" type head/seat transfer.  Multicolour.  NOTE - this is illustrated on homepage! 56 x 39 £5.50 C

A55 CARLTON (and RALEIGH!) Oblong seat tube decal "made in England" with Union Jack,  and "TI Raleigh".  

Multicolour.

32 x 26 £2.60 C

AY14 CARLTON detail.  CAPELLA lug transfer.  Used by Carlton approx 1960-66. 36 x 12 £2.50 C

AY15 CARLTON detail.  C"Catalina" in gold script over olympic rings.  Used 1959 - 1966.  Sometimes one at top of 

seat tube, sometimes two on top tube.  Priced EACH

56 x 22 £4.20 C

AY25 CARLTON head/seat transfer.  Later version with different man on bike (!) and rainbow bands.  Multicolour 60 x 38 £5.80 C

AY26 CARLTON Fork decals.  Triangular (similar to 531) with Carlton at top and "Race Proved   Worksop England" 

underneath.  Multicolour (red, black and gold) Priced per PAIR

26 x 25 £4.60 C

AY28 CARLTON "Tru-well" tubing oblong.  Used at top of seat tube.  Has TI logo and the description of "High tensile 

precision erw steel tubes".  Background colour is a horrible muddy ochre colour!

39 x 24 £3.00 C

For more information on Carpenter try the excellent website www.carpenterbikes.com

BB1 CARPENTER block downtube.  Gold/black, white/black or red/black. 192 x 23 £3.20 V/W

BB2 CARPENTER set comprising 1 seat and 2 x BB1 £14.50

BB3 CARPENTER head tube decal for pre-war machines with Penton St address.  I am endebted to Peter 

Bedingfield for his input to this product!

44 x 63 £6.50 C

BL1 CENTAUR head/seat crest.  Gold with alternative centre inserts supplied 6 x 26 £3.50 W

D2 CHATER LEA  ''Chater Lea'' motif. White or gold 101 x 30 £2.60 w

D3 CHATER LEA "Built with Chater Lea components".  Gold on clear backgr'nd 39 x 19 £1.90 w

D1 CHATER LEA gold ''Chater Lea'' motif, large size. 174 x 51 £3.60 w

D5 CHATER LEA head/seat transfer.  Very dinky little diamond  with "frame built by Chater-Lea Mfrs. Co. Ltd. 

Letchworth Herts"  The "Chater Lea" bit is on a curve.  Printed plain gold.

41 x 32 £4.50 H

D4 CHATER LEA head/seat transfer.  Early type with scroll.  CURRENTLY UNAVAILABLE 37 x 34 W

A90 CHOPPER "sticker" sets, comprising 2 x "Chopper", 1 "Raleigh" for seat tube, full chainguard sticker, and "arrow 

wedge".  Mk II style in Yellow or bright orange. SET.

£17.50 S

A94 CHOPPER as A93, but for Mk II, without chequerboard pattern. 70 x 48 £3.30 S

A95 CHOPPER console sticker for central Sturmey gear shift.  Cut to shape.  Silver/black/red 200 x 50 £7.80 S

A93 CHOPPER seat sticker.  For Mk1 version.  Yellow background with chequerboard. 70 x 48 £3.30 S

BJ4 CINELLI "Speciale Corsa" small seat tube transfer.  Gold and black. 30 x 24 £2.75 W

BJ1 CINELLI Multicolour head/seat transfer. Old style with knights head. 55 x 43 £5.60 W

BJ2 CINELLI red/white/blue/gold D/T  OR red/white/black/gold D/T for 1950/60's machines..  STATE which !  Black 

version tended to be export eg USA

124 x 22 £3.60 W

BJ5 CINELLI model name "swags" usually found at top of seat tube.  Model available are:- "Riviera", "Mod. B.", "Mod 

S.C." (=Super Corsa)

39 x 14 £3.20 C

BJ3 CINELLI.  Modern "winged-c" type.  White, red, blue or black 94 x 22 £2.75 L

BJ10 CINELLI "Winged "C"" type downtube.  Red/green/yellow fill to "C", remaining letters black.  Other colours to 

order at 50%uplift

88 x 23 £2.80 C

BJ11 CINELLI "Winged "C"" type head/seattube.  Red/green/yellow fill to "C".  Other colours to order at 50%uplift 40 x 27 £2.20 C

CLAUD BUTLER on the web.  I cannot recommend too highly N Kilgariff's site for all things Holdswoth, Claud 

Butler and Freddie Grubb!  The site can be found at www.nkilgariff.com and will satisfy many of your research 

queries or questions that you may otherwise ask me!



K3 CLAUD BUTLER  Olympic ring type head/seat transfer.   Now running as code "C" unless specially requested as 

"W" which are low stock

38 x 55 £5.40 C

K21 CLAUD BUTLER  seat crest.  This is the shiny metallic one with "CB" in black in the middle.  Used seat tubes on 

1970's models.

62 x 37 £4.80 C

K9 CLAUD BUTLER ''Clapham'' seat transfer  The real McCoy !!  Multicolour.  See home page for illustration. 70 x 50 £5.80 W

K1 CLAUD BUTLER white/black, red/black, gold/black, blue/black, or yellow/black horizontal blocks.  Many colours 

are now running as code "C"

216 x 22 £3.20 W/C

K2 CLAUD BUTLER white/black or gold/black or red/black vertical blocks.  Many colours are now running as code 

"C"

276 x 17 £3.20 W/C

K4 CLAUD BUTLER gold roman block with black edge.  NO LONGER AVAILABLE 266 x 25

K5 CLAUD BUTLER gold/black, white/black or red/black ''script''  NOTE red version available as original varnish fix 

OR code "C".  Gold version only available code "C"

101 x 32 £3.00 W/C/V

K7 CLAUD BUTLER plain red horizontal blocks 190 x 19 £2.20 V

K12 CLAUD BUTLER.  D/T transfer in plain block.  Red, dark blue or black.  (Red and blue are NOS from factory) 192 x 19 £2.60 S or C

K10 CLAUD BUTLER  long script. Red/black, gold/black, white/black, blue/black.  N.B. NEW COLOURS.  NOTE 

gold/black, white/black & red/black are currently printed and cut vinyl, not waterslide.

220 x 28 £3.50 W/C

K11 CLAUD BUTLER  short stubby script. white/black or gold/black 50 x 22 £2.00 W

K16 CLAUD BUTLER downtube.  Block letters with all the uprights curved.  Used late 50's and early 60's.  Gold with 

black edge OR black with gold edge.  CHOOSE!

190 x 19 £3.30 C

K23 CLAUD BUTLER downtube decal. Large double decal that wraps over top of tube.  White with black edge and 

"Claud Butler of London" written on both sides

253 x 73 £8.50 C

K22 CLAUD BUTLER downtube decal.  HUGE block caps in gold with black edge and with metallic bronze internal 

shading.  Used extensively in 40/50/60's, but I've seen them on '80's frames too!

330 x 25 £5.50 C

K8 CLAUD BUTLER Tiny little script !!  For fork/seat stay tops.  Red/black or gold/black 35 x 13 £1.80 W

K6 CLAUD BUTLER ''Sapphire'' gold/black script 63 x 13 £1.60 w

K14 CLAUD BUTLER "Majestic" top tube script for Majestic model.  Gold, black, red, blue or white.  PER PAIR.  N.B. 

NEW COLOURS

40 x 16 £4.50 W

K19 CLAUD BUTLER  top tube names for "Cordon Bleu", "Colstar", "Coureur" and "Super Coureur" models.  These 

late fifties/early sixties models had a top tube decal that had small olympic rings and the name in a little white 

pennant.  DON'T FORGET TO CHOOSE WHICH ONE!

57 x 12 £3.50 C

K15 CLAUD BUTLER Top tube names.  Popular 1950's models - "Avant Coureur", "Avant Coureur Special", "World's 

Championship Sprint", "Olympic Sprint", "Jubilee", "Allounder", "New Allounder".  All are in gold on a black 

"pointed sausage-shape" background with a gold surround.  Don't forget to specify which one !  Length varies 

depending on model, but all are just 6mm high.

£2.40 W

K24 CLAUD BUTLER Top tube name decal for 1950's (?) models.  "Olympic Sprint"  of "Olympic Road".   "Olympic" 

in script , and then road, or sprint, in block caps underneath all in gold with black edge.  Don't forget to specify 

which one !  

62 x 19 £3.80 C

K20 CLAUD BUTLER "Electron" top tube script for Electron model (c.1966 - 1971).  Printed in black outline (clear 

letter-centres), or in gold with black outline onto clear.  CHOOSE WHICH!

63 x 15 £2.20 C

K17 CLAUD BUTLER "Dalesman" top tube script for Dalesman model.  Gold, red, blue, white or black.  PER PAIR. 40 x 16 £4.50 W

K18 CLAUD BUTLER - "Ultra-shortbase" tandem decal.  Huge thingie  for the "drainpipe" with patent design number.  

Red/black/gold or white/black/gold STATE.

380 x 39 £13.00 C

AN2 CLIVE STUART head tube decal.  Circular decal in black and yellow, as illustrated. 51mm dia £4.80 C

AN3 CLIVE STUART downtube decal.  Block caps in horizontal format, as illustrated.  Available in white with black 

edge or red with black edge.  Don't forget to CHOOSE!

250 x 19 £3.20 C

AN4 CLIVE STUART seat tube decal.  Block caps in horizontal format,as illustrated.  Available in white with black 

edge or red with black edge.  Don't forget to CHOOSE!

218 x 16 £3.20 C



AN5 CLIVE STUART downtube decal.  Block caps in horizontal format printed black onto clear.  Please note that,as 

illustrated, the clear bits are shown in pink (!) and frame colour will show through those areas.

220 x 26 £3.00 C

AN1 CLIVE STUART double down tube - CURRENTLY UNAVAILABLE 254 x 63 V

BF1 COLUMBIA (Worksop). Set - 2 D/T, 1 seat, 1 head + 2 "embellishments" state white or black £18.00 V

JC1 CONSTRICTOR rim decals.  Small hexagon shape with curly snake in red, black and yellow.  "constrictor" 

written across the middle.  Very colourful and detailed.  Please note that these are official, trade-mark approved 

reproductions and a licence is paid to the trade-mark owner for their sale.  Priced per PAIR

34 x 15 £10.00 C

JC2 CONSTRICTOR rim decals for BOA rims.  Small hexagon shape with curly snake in red, black and yellow.  

"BOA" written across the middle.  Very colourful and detailed.  Please note that these are official, trade-mark 

approved reproductions and a licence is paid to the trade-mark owner for their sale.  Priced per PAIR

34 x 15 £10.00 C

V1 CO-OP shield with winged wheel 63 x 32 £3.60 V

GG1 COOPER.  Ron Cooper head/seat crest.  Gold diamond, blue edge, centre "C", white "COOPER" on blue 

oblong.

65 x 44 £6.60 C

GG2 COOPER.  Ron Cooper downtube decal.  "RON COOPER" block caps.  Cut in white or in black.  CHOOSE! 274 x 20 £3.20 C

GG3 COOPER.  Ron Cooper seat-tube decal.  "COOPER" block caps arranged vertically.  Cut in white or in black.  

CHOOSE!

148 x 28 £2.60 C

E5 COVENTRY EAGLE downtube on big white panel.  Red writing with black edge (or reverse) with black and red 

bands to finish.  NB jpeg shows decal on grey background so that white area can be seen more clearly!

182 x 90 £7.00 C

E6 COVENTRY EAGLEseat tube decal.  Red vertical blocks with black edge (or reverse) with "EAGLE" written at an 

angle across the bottom.  Finished with red/white/red stripes top and bottom.  The red with black edge can be 

reversed out on request so as to match reverse version of E5.  NB jpeg shows decal on grey background so that 

it can be seen where the "clear" parts of the decal are.

218 x 90 £8.00 C

E7 COVENTRY EAGLE head tube crest decal.  Circular with large eagle at centre and "coventry eagle, England" 

underneath..  These were originally printed on shiny gold foil and looked horrible!  The mirror gold areas have 

been replaced with a flatter metallic gold.

55 Dia £5.50 C

E2 COVENTRY EAGLE gold block D/T 127 x 23 £2.80 w

E1 COVENTRY EAGLE gold script with black edge.  Less fancy than E4 105 x 25 £3.60 w

E4 COVENTRY EAGLE gold solid script with fine gold outler line. 75 x 18 £3.00 C

E3 COVENTRY EAGLE head/seat transfer.  White/Gold/Black eagle motif CURRENTLY UNAVAILABLE 34 x 56 P

FM1 COUGAR head decal.  Spitting cats head.  Cut in white, black or red, or printed in gold or in silver.  Don’t forget 

to say which colour!

40mm dia £2.00 C

FM2 COUGAR downtube decal.  Unique type face cut in white, black or red, or printed in gold or in silver.  Sold as a 

PAIR as the decals are "handed" to each side.  Don’t forget to say which colour!  Other sizes by discussion

216 x 25 £5.00 C

FM3 COUGAR seat tube decal.  Unique type face cut in white, black or red, or printed in gold or in silver.  Sold "each" 

as the decals are NOT "handed" to each side!  Don’t forget to say which colour!  Other sizes by discussion

220 x 30 £3.00 C

CG1 CYKELAID chainguard transfer.  Plain gold.  Fitted to these early cyclemotors.  Please ask about tank transfers £3.50 H

REMEMBER that transfers are priced EACH (unless stated).  If you want a pair 

remember to order two !



AQ1 D RUSSELL set comprising one pair seat, one pair D/T.  These are old ones in a sort of "chinese" lettering form £11.00 V

AQ2 D RUSSELL head (and seat?) transfer.  Black swan on white background with "Russell, Slough" underneath 36 x 50 £4.20 C

AQ3 D RUSSELL down tube decal, simple "DJR" in black with white edge. £3.00 C

AQ4 D RUSSELL seat tube decal, simple "DJR" in black with white edge. 36 x 50 £3.50 C

AQ5 D RUSSELL down tube decal "DAVE RUSSELL" in block, in white with black EDGE, or reverse.  CHOOSE! 232 x 23 £4.00 C

AQ6 D RUSSELL seat tube decal "RUSSELL" vertically in block, in white with black EDGE, or reverse.  CHOOSE! 200 x 23 £3.50 C

AQ7 D RUSSELL down tube decal "DAVE RUSSELL" in red block with black edge inside white "sausage" with black 

edge

300 x 32 £4.50 C

AQ8 D RUSSELL seat tube decal "RUSSELL" vertically in red block inside white "sausage" with black edge 232 x 30 £4.00 C

AQ9 D RUSSELL down tube decal "DAVE RUSSELL" in white block caps with black edge OR black with white edge.  

CHOOSE!

247 x 26 £3.50 C

AQ10 D RUSSELL seat tube decal "RUSSELL" vertically in white block caps with black edge OR black with white 

edge.  CHOOSE!

222 x 24 £3.00 C

DAWES - what a minefield!  By popular demand I have now added a bigger range of Dawes stuff.  Please note 

that I can offer NO advice on suitability for any particular age of cycle.

CX1 DAWES 1950's seat crest with flaming torch and "Birmingham".  Multicolour 62 x 35 £7.00 V

CX2 DAWES head/seat decal.  Small oval printed in black and silver. 40 x 18 £3.00 C

CX3 DAWES downtube decal.  Distinctive sloping block capitals CUT in white, or pinted in silver, black or gold.  

STATE which !  Note different sizes @ CX3/4/5

148 x 18 £2.60 C

CX4 DAWES downtube decal.  Distinctive sloping block capitals CUT in white, or pinted in silver, black or gold.  

STATE which !  Note different sizes @ CX3/4/5

187 x 23 £3.00 C

CX5 DAWES downtube decal.  Distinctive sloping block capitals CUT in white, or pinted in silver, black or gold.  

STATE which !  Note different sizes @ CX3/4/5

210 x 26 £3.60 C

CX6 DAWES seat tube decal.  Distinctive sloping block capitals CUT in white or black, or pinted in silver, black or 

gold.  STATE which !  Note different sizes @ CX6/7

120 x 33 £2.40 C

CX7 DAWES seat tube decal.  Distinctive sloping block capitals CUT in white or black, or pinted in silver, black or 

gold.  STATE which !  Note different sizes @ CX6/7

180 x 38 £3.60 C

CX8 DAWES seat tube decal.  Barrel-shaped logo is with swags and "Hand built in England".  Printed black or gold 

onto clear STATE which !

75 x 44 £3.20 C

CX9 DAWES downtube decal.  Distinctive type face.  All look like capital letters but "a" and "e" are like lower-case.  

Printed black or gold onto clear OR cut in plain white.  STATE which!

114 x 21 £2.60 C

CX10 DAWES seat tube decal.  Distinctive type face as per CX9.  All look like capital letters but "a" and "e" are like 

lower-case.  Printed vertically in black or gold onto clear OR cut in plain white.  STATE which!

146 x 30 £2.60 C



CX11 DAWES downtube decal.  Distinctive type face in block caps with heavy serif.  Cut in white or printed black or 

gold onto clear.  STATE which!

170 x 24 £2.60 C

CX12 DAWES downtube decal.  Type face as CX11 but with printed edge to give two colours - white/black, gold/black 

or red/black.  STATE which!

170 x 24 £3.20 C

CX13 DAWES downtube decal.  Distinctive typeface, similar to Times New Romantype block caps with heavy serif.  

Cut in white or printed black or gold onto clear.  STATE which!

164 x 25 £2.60 C

CX14 DAWES downtube decal.  Distinctive sloping block capitals as an outline ONLY printed onto clear in white, silver, 

black or gold.  STATE which !  Note that centre of each letter is clear.

173 x 23 £2.80 C

CX15 DAWES downtube decal.  Cursive script printed in silver, black or gold.  STATE which !  78 x 25 £2.60 C

CX16 DAWES downtube decal.  Distinctive type face as CX9, but with "handbuilt" in script across final letter "s".  

Printed onto clear with black "Dawes" and gold "handbuilt" OR white "Dawes" with gold "handbuilt". MAKE SURE 

YOU CHOOSE!

193 x 21 £3.80 C

CX32 DAWES script downtube decal from 1950's/60's.  Flowing script with black edge.  Fill colour of white or gold.  

DON'T FORGET TO CHOOSE!

148 x 35 £3.20 C

CX24 DAWES downtube decal in block caps with a "brush" feel to them.  Used late 1950's /early '60's.  Plain white or 

plain gold.  CHOOSE!  These were copied from a cycle with CX23 on the top tube. Thanks to Henry Rolls for 

artwork!

111 x 22 £3.20 C

CX33 DAWES seat tube crest for Reynolds 531-tubed frames.  Central green shield with tubing detail, lion at Left and 

Right, lots of curly leaves all around.  Multicolour with metallic gold and bronze.  I am indebted to Adrian Wharton 

for his huge assistance in preparing this reproduction.

56 x 51 £6.50 C

CX17 DAWES top tube decal for Galaxy model.  Block capitals with block serifs.  White, gold or black on clear 

substrate.  STATE which !  Price per PAIR.

84 x 11 £5.50 C

CX25 DAWES top tube decal for Super Galaxy model.  Block capitals with block serifs as CX17 but "Super" version.  

White, gold or black on clear substrate.  STATE which !  Price per PAIR.

£5.50

CX18 DAWES top tube decal for Galaxy model.  Scipt version.  White, gold or black on clear substrate.  STATE which 

!  Price per PAIR.

60 x 17 £5.50 C

CX26 DAWES top tube decal for Super Galaxy model.  Script as CX18 but "Super" version.  White, gold or black on 

clear substrate.  STATE which !  Price per PAIR.

£5.50 C

CX19 DAWES top tube decal for Super Galaxy model.  Block version in Lower/upper case.  Based on 1989 model 

sample.  White, gold or black on clear substrate.  STATE which !  Price per PAIR.

148 x 19 £5.50 C

CX27 DAWES "HANDBUILT" decal.  Usually on chainstays, but I've seen it elsewhere too.  Fairly thin block caps.  

White, gold or black on clear substrate.  STATE which AND PLEASE NOTE these are NOT priced per pair as 

often used singly on RHS only!

80 x 9 £2.80 C

CX23 DAWES top tube decal for Concorde model, late 1950's (?).  White with black edge or gold with black edge.  

CHOOSE!  Price per PAIR.  These were copied from a cycle with CX24 on the downtube. Thanks to Henry Rolls 

for artwork!

66 x 9 £5.50 C

CX29 DAWES top tube decal for "DAWES RENOWN" model.  Black OR white print onto clear.  Don't forget to 

CHOOSE!  Price per PAIR

131 x 12 £5.50 C

CX30 DAWES top tube decal for "DAWES IMPERIAL" model.  Black OR white print onto clear.  Don't forget to 

CHOOSE!  Price per PAIR.  Note that size includes the "decender" on the letter "p".

136 x 17 £5.50 C

CX21 DAWES "flag" decal.  Little fluttering union jack in silver oblong with "BRITISH MADE underneath.  Usually found 

at bottom of seat tube or downtube.

26 x 22 £2.20 C

CX22 DAWES "flag" decal.  Little fluttering union jack in silver oblong with "BRITISH MADE underneath as CX21.  

However this one also has "DAWES CYCLES conforms to BS 6102 etc." detail as well.  Usually found at bottom 

of seat tube or downtube.

26 x 32 £2.40 C

CX28 DAWES oval seat-tube decal.  Shiny silver foil with cycle mechanic at centre and "handbuilt" around the edge.  

Used extensively in the 1980's

Oval 37mm high £3.80 C

CX20 DAWES kingpin decal.  The "Kingpin" small wheeler was in the Dawes catalogue for over 20 years in various 

iterations.  This is just one of them (as illustrated).  "Downtube" decal in plain black or plain white.

210 x 19 £3.40 L

GJ1 DENTON head/seat crest.  Multicolour with "Denton" in gold "V" over interlocking coloured circles and stars 45 x 54 £3.50 C

GJ2 DENTON Downtube decal.  Unique typeface as illustrated.  White with black edge OR black with white edge.  

Don't forget to choose! 173 x 23 £6.50 C

REMEMBER that transfers are priced EACH (unless stated).  If you want a pair 

remember to order two !



FL1 DONOHUE (Paul Donohue) down tube decal.  White sloping blocks with black edge, red/white/blue "slash" 

through the middle, "Paul" in red superimposed over letters.

214 x 26 £4.00 C

FL2 DONOHUE (Paul Donohue) headtube decal.  Shield shape with Blue "D" and red superimposed "P". 64 x 45 £5.20 C

JE1 MB DRONFIELD d/t decal.  "DRONFIELD" in black with black lines above and below, "MB" in black with white 

edge at left and right.  NB picture shows decals on grey background to for illustration purposes only

250 x 24 £3.50 C

JE2 MB DRONFIELD seat tube decal.  "DRONFIELD" in black vertically with black lines left and right, "MB" in black 

with white edge at top and bottom.

230 x 24 £3.50 C

JE3 MB DRONFIELD Oval head decal.  Black/white oval with no central fill (frame colour shows through) with  "MB" 

in black with white edge inside the oval.

Oval 71 x 51 £3.50 C

GH1 DUCKETT head/seat crest.  Multicolour "organ pipes" with art-deco "DUCKETT" across middle, crown at top, 

Seven Kings address

53 x 60 £6.50 C

GH2 DUCKETT downtube decal.  Art-deco "DUCKETT" in white/gold/black 178 x 21 £4.80 C

HJ1 DURALCA rim decals.  Yellow oblong decals for these rare Swiss-made rims.  PAIR 36 x 15 £7.00 C

E G BATES is listed under "BATES"!

FZ1 ELLIS BRIGGS  head/seat tube decal.  This is the really whacky one from the 1950's, impossible to describe, 

hence the little picture.  Mostly white/gold/black, but with little internal blue shading areas.  Note that I have seen 

THREE slightly different versions of this decal.  This one has the lightl blue detailing.

55 x 38 £5.50 C

FZ2 ELLIS BRIGGS  downtube decal.  This is the really whacky one from the 1950's, impossible to describe, hence 

the little picture.  Mostly white/gold/black, but with little internal blue shading areas.  Note that I have seen 

THREE slightly different versions of this decal.  This one has the lightl blue detailing.

170 x 28 £6.50 C

FZ3 ELLIS BRIGGS  head/seat tube decal.  This is the one from the early fifties with a knights head, swags and 

feathers, and a little Yorkshire rose at the top.  Multicolour.  I am indebted to Tom Comerford for bribing me to 

draw this!

43 x 62 £6.50 C

FZ4 ELLIS BRIGGS  head/seat tube decal.  Large "EB" over red/blue stripe with Yorkshire rose at top and Shipley 

address in swag at bottom

62 x 47 £6.50 C

FZ5 ELLIS BRIGGS downtube decal.  White lettering, black edge.  Capital E & B. 183 x 25 £3.80 C

ELSWICK see "HOPPER" too!

BE5 ELSWICK crest decal.   Often found on Mudguard, seat tube AND head tube!  "Seahorses" type "The 

ELSWICK" across top, ELSWICK CYCLES LIMITED at centre and "Barton on Humber" address

54 x 40 £6.50 C

BE1 ELSWICK script down tube.  White/black, gold/black or red/black. 88 x 30 £2.80 W

BE10 ELSWICK "Lincoln Imp" down-tube decal.  White with black edge, and little "imp" chappie in the middle.  NB 

bitmap printed = not quite as fine as usual!

120 x 30 £3.80 C

BE11 ELSWICK "Lincoln Imp" fork-top decal.  Little "imp" chappie in white and black.  NB bitmap printed = not quite as 

fine as usual!  Price per PAIR.

18 x 30 £5.20 C



EMPORER SPORT.  Decals for frames built by Mick Coward in Sutton

JX1 EMPORER SPORT.  Downtube decal.  Slighly whacky typeface with horizontal lines above and below.  Printed 

white with black edge or black with white edge.  DON'T FORGET TO CHOOSE!

210 x 26 £4.20 C

JX2 EMPORER SPORT.  Head/seat tube decal.  Oblong with "E" and sytylised crown over the top.  Either white 

letter/crown on black oblong, or reverse.  DON'T FORGET TO CHOOSE!

38 x 58 £4.40 C

JX3 EMPORER SPORT.  Head/seat tube decal.  Circle with little dots around the outside,  crown at top and "emperor 

sport" at centre.  Either white lettering/crown/dots on black  circle, or reverse.  DON'T FORGET TO CHOOSE!

47 dia £4.40 C

AG1 EPHGRAVE down tube transfer.  White/black, gold/black or red/black in Olde English style 165 x 25 £3.00 W

AG3 EPHGRAVE script type down-tube transfer.  Plain colour to choice of Red, White, gold or black. 115 x 23 £3.80 H

AG2 EPHGRAVE set comprising one head, one seat and two x AG1, above.  This set now includes FREE an "Aveley 

works. Aveley Road" overprint for early frames.  (pre 1963)

£14.50 W

DD1 ERNIE CLEMENTS downtube transfer.  Unique type face in white with black edge. 180 x 24 £3.00 C

DD2 ERNIE CLEMENTS head/seat transfer.  Diamond shape, yellow centre, Wellington address, black signature 

across.

65 x 65 £4.80 C

AZ1 EVANS "The Evans" D/T in fancy blocks.  White/black, Gold/black or Red/black. 65 x 30 £2.40 W

AZ3 EVANS larger head/seat transfer.  Central "E", swags above and below, Kennington Rd address.  Multicolour. 90 x 26 £7.00 W

AZ2 EVANS small "The Evans" head/seat.  White/black, gold/black or red/black. 20 x 25 £2.60 W

AZ4 EVANS.  Evans "Oval" transfer for d/t.  Specific to oval-tubed 1930's model. 75 x 24 £3.00 V

AZ5 EVANS downtube transfer.  Later type "F. W. EVANS" in gold curly block with red extrusion. 165 x 25 £3.20 C

AZ6 EVANS seat tube decal.  Later type "F. W. EVANS" in gold curly block with red extrusion.  Similar to AZ5, but all 

letters arranged vertically.

215 x 20 £3.80 C

AZ7 EVANS head decal (also used on seat at times).  Later type crest with "E" at centre, laurel leaf surround and 

"The Cut" address below.

60 x 42 £6.20 C

AZ8 EVANS head decal (also used on seat at times).  Later type crest basically same as AZ7, but with address prior 

to "The Cut" viz "44-46 Kennington Rd"

60 x 42 £6.20 C

CP1 F A LIPSCOMBE down tube transfer.  Script with black edge, choose red or gold fill colour. 90 x 22 £3.50 W

CP2 F A LIPSCOMBE head/seat transfer.  Multicolour shield with Walthamstow address. 46 x 36 £5.50 C

CH1 F H SCOTT down tube transfer.  Script in white, black or gold 190 x 34 £3.80 W

CH2 F H SCOTT head/seat transfer.  Dragon and address.  Multicolour. 65 x 50 £6.80 H

BU2 F. C. PARKES downtube in script.  Gold/black or red/black or white/black.  Used 1945 - 1959.  DON'T FORGET 

TO CHOOSE COLOUR!

177 x 37 £3.20 C

BU1 F. C. PARKES head/seat.  Worksop address.  Blue/white/red. 56 x 36 £4.80 P

BU3 PARKES "Lightweight" head/seat.  Styled as Sun Lightweight transfer (J5) with big "P" and Aston Brook Street, 

Birmingham, address.  Multicolour.

60 x 44 £5.80 C



BW2 FALCON downtube in "brush-stroke" script.  Black, white or gold.  Note that black are now type "C" 110 x 19 £2.80 W/C

BW1 FALCON seat tube.  Metal sticky with flaming torch, "Falcon", Ernie Clements signature and red/black/blue 

bands

125 x 91 £7.50 C

BW3 FALCON downtube.  White panel with double "signature" script in red/black edge.  Black/red bands at panel 

ends.  Only one needed for downtube or top-tube

191 x 96 £6.50 C

BW4 FALCON seat tube.  Vertical block capitals in white with black edge or black with white edge.  CHOOSE! 196 x 25 £3.20 C

BW8 FALCON seat tube.  Gold and black "Eagle" above and below vertical block capitals (as BW4) in white with 

black edge or black with white edge.  CHOOSE!

250 x 25 £3.80 C

BW6 FALCON double downtube decal with union jack joining the two logos.  White "falcon" with black edge OR black 

"falcon" with white edge.  RWB union jack behind.  NOTE these are worked up from photos and NOT 100% 

accurate.  Only One required per frame.  CHOOSE your colour choice!

175 x 58 £8.00 C

BW9 FALCON head tube with bird and olympic rings.  Many of these decals were embossed, which is not possible to 

recreate, but we found an original "flat" version in a recent job-lot and have recreated it.  Multicolour.

69 x 44 £6.50 C

BW7 FALCON head tube.  AS ILLUSTRATED.  Oval metal sticky with flaming torch, "Falcon" and Ernie Clements 

signature.  This is an extract from BW1 and is not an original redrawn.  The Falcon headbadge with embossed 

detail is not available, but the non-embossed version is available as BW9.

£4.50 C

BW5 FALCON "San Remo" model chainstay decal.  "Designed by Ernie Cloments San Remo" in script, gold with 

black edge.  Printed onto clear carrier film.  Appears to be too big for chainstays - but that's where they go!

107 x 28 £3.60 C

BW10 FALCON top tube decal for "Black Diamond" model.  Black and white diamond shape with the model written 

inside in a somewhat whacky typeface.  No colour choice.

112 x 35 £2.40 C

FH1 DON FARRELL (middlesex) Head/seat decal.  Flaming torch in centre.  Multicolour 45 x 50 £6.50 C

FH2 DON FARRELL (middlesex) downtube decal.  White block cap with blue outline and drop-shadow. 228 x 26 £3.50 C

JG1 FAVORI head tube decal.  Multicolour shield with "Favori" signature and "Manufactured by Ellis Briggs Ltd" 43 x 51 £5.50 C

JG2 FAVORI downtube decal.  Black with white internal lining/sripes OR white with black internal lining/stripes.  Don't 

forget to choose!

149 x 24 £3.60 C

JG3 FAVORI seat tube decal.  Black with white internal lining/sripes OR white with black internal lining/stripes.  Don't 

forget to choose!

169 x 30 £3.60 C

AK21 FIAMME red rim transfers.  Oval with knights head, "Breveto Longhi" at top and "Cerchio Fiamme" at bottom.  

Multi colour.  PER PAIR

 36 x 20 oval £4.80 C

BS1 FIORELLI  down-tube.  White /blue lettering in ovalised frame 130 x 28 £3.20 C

BS2 FIORELLI head/seat transfer.  Multicolour with chainwheel, leaves, shield and "Fiorelli Novi Lre". 44 x 57 £6.20 W

FREDDIE GRUBB on the web.  I cannot recommend too highly N Kilgariff's site for all things Holdswoth, Claud 

Butler and Freddie Grubb!  The site can be found at www.nkilgariff.com and will satisfy many of your research 

queries or questions that you may otherwise ask me!
N1 FREDDIE GRUBB D/T in block. White/black or gold/black or red/black 165 x 19 £3.00 W



N2 FREDDIE GRUBB D/T in script. White/black or gold/black or red/black 142 x 22 £3.20 W

N4 F H GRUBB D/T in script. gold/black only.  Suitable for solo bicycle 88 x 25 £3.00 C

N5 F H GRUBB D/T in script. gold/black only.  Suitable for tandem bicycle 124 x 35 £3.80 C

N6 F H GRUBB D/T in script. gold/black only.  Long tail under the wording with "limited" in the tail 104 x 32 £3.60 C

N10 FREDDIE GRUBB d/t decal.  MASSIVE block capital in gold with internal bronze shading.  Black outline to 

lettering.  Used extensively in 1950's and 1960's.  PRICED PER PAIR

340 x 26 £12.00 C

N7 F H GRUBB head/seat.  Circular decal in plain gold onto clear, "Haydens Rd, SW 19" 43 dia £4.20 C

N8 F H GRUBB head/seat.  Cicular decal in mid-blue with gold/black print and detail.  "F H G Limited, Wimbledon" 54 dia £5.50 C

N3 FREDDIE GRUBB head/seat.  Multicolour "crossed flags" (Replaced the "man on bike", in 1963) 65 x 45 £5.20 W

N9 FREDDIE GRUBB head/seat.  Multicolour "man on bike" (Used prior to to 1963).  My thanks to Dan Drew for the 

artwork on this item!

43 x 51 £6.50 C

DB1 FRED DEAN.  Oval head/seat transfer with 356 York Road address.  Red/black/gold 55 x 38 £4.80 W

DB3 FRED DEAN "man on bike" (BLRC) type decal for head/seat.  Multicolour.  356 York Rd address. 51 x 34 £6.50 C

DB4 FRED DEAN "man on bike" (BLRC) type decal for head/seat.  Multicolour.  531 York Rd address. 51 x 34 £6.50 C

DB2 FRED DEAN.  TOP tube decal.  Gold with black edge.  Note that ALL Fred Deans had a top tube decal in lieu of 

downtube ones!  (Source:- www.classiclightweights.co.uk )

136 x 18 £2.80 C

BT3 FREJUS downtube in red/black/gold 100 x 21 £3.20 W

BT4 FREJUS head/seat transfer.  Red/black/gold shield with Frejus chainwheel and "Frejus Torino" across centre. 53 x 38 £4.80 W

BT5 FREJUS fork "kites".  White centre, red "Frejus" and gold outer edge. PAIR 112 x 38 £4.60 W

BT6 FREJUS world-champ bands for seat tube.  Circle with "F" at centre.  Sold as a PAIR 92 x 20 £4.50 C

BT7 FREJUS head/seat multicolour with rainbow bands and "Campione del Mondo" at top, "Camp Olimpionico" at 

bottom

52 x 41 £6.50 C

BT8 FREJUS head/seat multicolour with rainbow bands and "Campione del Mondo" at top and dates of 1930-32-48-

51-53-54-55 at bottom

52 x 41 £6.50 C

BT9 FREJUS head/seat multicolour with rainbow bands and "Campione del Mondo" at top and dates of 1930-32-48-

51-53 at bottom

52 x 41 £6.50 C

BT10 FREJUS head/seat multicolour with rainbow bands and "Campione del Mondo" at top and dates of 1930-32-48-

51-53-54 at bottom

53 x 41 £6.50 C

GT1 FRONTIERA (Carlisle, Cumbria) downtube decal.  White "frontiera", black edge, red/white/blue stripes to right 

and left

213 x 34 £3.60 C

GT2 FRONTIERA (Carlisle, Cumbria) seat tube decal.  White vertical format "frontiera" with black edge. 224 x 20 £2.80 C

GT3 FRONTIERA (Carlisle, Cumbria) head tube decal.  White "f", black edge, broad panel with red/white/blue stripes 

at top and bottom.

95 x 48 £3.80 C

GT4 FRONTIERA (Carlisle, Cumbria) decal for bottom of seat tube (used under vertical "frontiera")  Broad panel with 

red/white/blue stripes at top and bottom.

95 x 27 £2.20 C

CF1 GA downtube transfer.  Double chevrons and "G.A." in gold. 180 x 26 £4.50 C

AF3 GAMAGES down tube.  Blue blocks/black edge 228 x 25 £2.50 V

AF4 GAMAGES gold head £3.00 V

AF1 GAMAGES head/seat transfer.  With acorn 45 x 38 £3.00 V

AF2 GAMAGES small shield.  Multicolour 25 x 25 £2.20 V

REMEMBER that transfers are priced EACH (unless stated).  If you want a pair 

remember to order two !



FW1 GEOFF Butler (Geoffrey Butler, Croydon)  Downtube decal.  Very distinctive typeface.  Red/black or white/black.  

CHOOSE!

192 x 24 £3.20 C

FW2 GEOFF Butler (Geoffrey Butler, Croydon)  Seat tube decal.  Very distinctive typeface in vertical format.  

Red/black or white/black.  CHOOSE! 250 x 22 £3.40

C

FW3 GEOFF Butler (Geoffrey Butler, Croydon)  Head tube/fork decal.  Very distinctive typeface in vertical format just 

saying "Butler".  Red/black or white/black.  CHOOSE! 103 x 15 £2.40

C

FW4 GEOFF BUTLER head decal.  Big red "GB" at centre, laurel leaf surround, "CROYDON" written in gold 

underneath.  Multicolour print onto clear. 52 x 61 £6.50

C

AW1 GILLOTT "A S GILLOTT" D/T script.  White/black, gold/black or red/black. 125 x 20 £3.20 W

AW3 GILLOTT D/T in block.  White/black, gold/black or red/black.  Please note that most waterslide versions of this 

decal are now sold through and most shipments will therefore be code "C"

220 x 18 £3.20 W/C

AW8 GILLOTT seat tube in block.  As AW3, but arranged vertically.  White/black, gold/black or red/black. 226 x 25 £2.80 C

AW4 GILLOTT head/seat.  "Southampton Way London SE5" address.  Gold OR silver background (STATE!) with red 

and black writing and detail

46mm dia £5.50 W

AW5 GILLOTT set.  Comprises two AW4OR AW6 OR AW7 and two AW1 OR two AW3 (STATE WHICH !!) £16.50 W

AW2 GILLOTT wee scripts for fork tops.  Gold/black, red/black or white/black.  Used from 1949-on 30 x 10 £1.80 W

AW6 GILLOTT Head/seat transfer with "179 Southampton Way Camberwell" address.  Circular in gold/red/black.  

Used 1949-on

46mm dia £5.50 W

AW7 GILLOTT Head/seat transfer with "Southampton Way London SE5" address.  Circular in Silver/red only (no 

black).  Used mostly by Edwardes and their resprays.

46mm dia £5.50 W

AW9 GILLOTT "L'Atlantique" downtube script.  Gold with black edge.  Only available as printed onto clear vinyl due 

low volume.

137 x 19 £3.50 C

AK7 GNUTTI seat-tube transfer for Gnutti-equipped m/c.  White/blue/red 35 x 25 £2.40 P

X1 GPO "Made by Components Ltd." gold/black seat transfer with crown and ordnance mark 101 x 38 £3.50 V

BH1 GRANBY. Red/Gold/Black "3-D" down-tube 158 x 35 £2.90 W

BH2 GRANBY head/seat transfer.  Multicolour shield with wheel and Erith address.  Used from 1945 until they closed. 85 x 50 £5.50 C

BH3 GRANBY downtube decal.  Much smaller and finer than BH1.  Interesting design with gold top half and 

red/white/blue split bottom half, all with black outline.

59 x 23 £3.80 C

JB1 H E GREEN downtube decal.  Nice flowing script.  Available in white with black edge or gold with black edge.  

Please rmemember to CHOOSE!

114 x 27 £3.50 C

JB10 H E GREEN seat tube decal.  Circular design with "HEG" at the top and 171 Dawes Rd address at bottom.  

Multicolour

44mm dia £6.50 C

JB11 H E GREEN seat tube decal.  Circular design as JB10, but with with "HEG" at the top and the "Morden Surrey" 

address.  Multicolour

44mm dia £6.50 C

JX1 GREEN, WALLY.  Wally Green downtube decal.  Very unusual design with Script "Wally" and block cap 

"Green".  "Wally" is in plaing gold, and "Green" in red with a black outline.

233 x 35 £3.60 C

JX2 GREEN, WALLY head/seat tube crest.  Hexagonal shape, multicolour.  "21 Vivian Rd Hendon Central" address. 47 x 44 £6.20 C

JX3 GREEN, WALLY fork detail.  Small diamond, multicolour.  "WG" in the middle of the diamond. Price PER PAIR £4.80 C

AE1 GUNDLE head/seat transfer.  St Pauls and bicycle £6.20 V



JL1 HANLON - Pat Hanlon head/seat crest decal.  The later one from her 77 Bowes raod address.  Multicolour with 

winged wheel at the top

40 x 60 £6.50 C

JL2 HANLON - Pat Hanlon head/seat crest decal.  The earlier one from her 175 High road address.  Multicolour with 

winged wheel at the top

40 x 60 £6.50 C

JL3 HANLON - Pat Hanlon downtube decal.  Sloping block caps in unique typeface.  White with black edge and very 

fine internal grey "feather-shading" to each letter.

182 x 26 £3.80 C

H R MORRIS filed under "MORRIS"

EP1 HARRY HALL Downtube decal.  Correct type face.  White with black edge.  (Other colours to order) 250 x 21 £2.80 C

EP2 HARRY HALL Seattube decal.  Correct type face.  White with black edge.  (Other colours to order) 226 x 26 £2.80 C

EP3 HARRY HALL Headtube decal. Two "H"'s one above the other.  White with black edge.  (Other colours to order) 72 x 27 £1.80 C

EP4 HARRY HALL Headtube decal. Red shield with white lettering and swag with "Manchester" inside at bottom of 

design

68 x 44 £4.50 C

FX1 REG HARRIS Downtube decal.  Distinctive block type face with large "R" and "H".  Gold with black edge 118 x 23 £3.50 C

FX2 REG HARRIS Downtube decal.  Distinctive block type face with rounded ends.  All letters same size.  White with 

black edge or black with white edge.  STATE.

190 x 21 £3.50 C

FX3 REG HARRIS Toptube decal for "Record" model.  Very distinctive typeface with large "R" and a sort of 

"sausage" surrounding the right hand side.  Black with gold edge.  PAIR

60 x 13 £4.50 C

FX4 REG HARRIS head/seat tube decal.  Oval shape with crown at top and world champ colours/union jack inside. 69 x 40 £6.50 C

CD3 R O HARRISON down tube transfer.  Old English style with black edge.  Choose red, white, gold or blue. 165 x 23 £3.50 W

CD4 R O HARRISON down tube transfer.  Scroll type with Olde English style lettering insert.  Gold/black scroll, red 

lettering with black edge.

200 x 55 £6.00 W

CD2 R O HARRISON.  Head.  Oval with star, R O H, "The New Star" & address 56 x 43 £4.40 W

CD1 R O HARRISON.  Seat.  Red/black/gold vertical star with vertical "ROHARRISON" 140 x 40 £4.80 W

CM3 HARRY QUINN head transfer.  This is a very ornate transfer and it's been reproduced with all the elements of 

knights head, shield, ivy leaves etc. etc. but it has been simplified to make the artwork viable.  Think £30 a piece 

if it were 100% accurate !!.  This one is the "Liverpool" address.

55 x 65 £7.00 H

CM4 HARRY QUINN, as above, but with "Great Britain" as the address. 55 x 65 £7.00 H

CM1 HARRY QUINN.  Down tube transfer in white with black edge or black with gold edge. 255 x 23 £3.50 W

CM2 HARRY QUINN.  Seat tube transfer in white with black edge or black with gold edge. 257 x 28 £3.50 W

S3 HERCULES "Guaranteed Hercules frame built with BSA axles and cups" - gold 25 x 25 £3.20 V

S1 HERCULES circular seat/head transfer 44mm dia £5.50 V

S4 HERCULES seat/mudguard transfer.  Later 50/60's type.  Shield, large "H", "Birmingam England".  Multicolour. 32 x 52 £4.50 C

S5 HERCULES vertical seat tube.  3-D blocks in white/red/black. 155 x 20 £4.50 C

AS3 HETCHINS gold/red/black OR gold/green/black (STATE) "fairground" type down-tube transfer.  NOTE NEW 

COLOUR CHOICE !

220 x 25 £3.50 W

AS15 HETCHINS pre-war down-tube transfer.  Big blocks available gold/black edge or black/gold edge CHOOSE! 201 x 29 £4.00 C

AS1 HETCHINS plain gold "Tottenham" D/T transfer 128 x 35 £2.80 W

AS8 HETCHINS downtube script in gold with black edge and red drop shadow.  Red/black "London N15" in "tail" of 

the design.  Used Late fifties and early sixties.

130 x 38 £3.80 W

AS4 HETCHINS fork transfer.  Fancy "H" and embellishments.  Red/gold/black.  Will not fit forks with long lugs.  

PAIR

100 x 32 £5.00 W

REMEMBER that transfers are priced EACH (unless stated).  If you want a pair 

remember to order two !



AS10 HETCHINS metal headbadge.  Cast metal vesrion of AS5.  Supplied in unpainted brass finiah ready for painting 

or lacquering.  Complete with two copper rivets.  NB as these are cast from an original there is approx 4% 

difference in size due to casting shrinkage.  Overall height c. 64mm, rivet holes between-centres c. 57mm.

64 x 50 £24.00

AS5 HETCHINS head/seat transfer multicolour with lions and London coat of arms.  Tottenham address in circle 

around little bicycle.

73 x 47 £6.00 W

AS7 HETCHINS as AS5 but with laurel leaf surround. 86 x 72 £7.00 W

AS6 HETCHINS as AS5, but olympic colour bands running behind. 73 x 70 £7.00 W

AS17 HETCHINS head decal, used at Southend (post 1974).  This is a reduced size version of AS7 and has the laurel 

leaf around it.  The word "Tottenham" has been replaced with "Specialist" in the circle around the little bicycle in 

the middle.  Note the size.

60 x 50 £7.00 C

AS19 HETCHINS head decal, used at Southend (post 1974).  This is a reduced size version of AS7 and has the laurel 

leaf around it.  The word "Tottenham" has been replaced with "Southend" in the circle around the little bicycle in 

the middle.  Note the size.  Please be aware that originals of this decal were exceptionally poor both in terms of 

artwork and print.  Rather than perpetuate this state of affairs our re-issued version has good clean artwork and 

print!

60 x 50 £7.00 C

AS18 HETCHINS seat tube decal, used at Southend (post 1974).  This is a roughly the same size as AS7 and has the 

laurel leaf around it.  The word "Tottenham" has been replaced with "Southend" in the circle around the little 

bicycle in the middle.  Note the size.  Please be aware that originals of this decal were exceptionally poor both in 

terms of artwork and print.  Rather than perpetuate this state of affairs our re-issued version has good clean 

artwork and print!

86 x 71 £7.00 C

AS12 HETCHINS Seattube decal.  This is the "bare" lions and swags decal.  Hetchins in red script over the top, 798 & 

780 Sevensisters Road address. Multicolour print onto clear substrate.  This is shown as "Scroll crest, height 

68mm" on the hetchins.org website

68 x 34 £7.00 C

AS13 HETCHINS Seattube decal.  This is the lions and swags decal printed onto a small outer "tent" shape.  Hetchins 

in red script over the top, 798 & 780 Sevensisters Road address. Multicolour.  This is shown as "Scroll crest with 

white background fitted to head or seat tube" on the hetchins.org website.

84 x 101 £8.50 C

AS14 HETCHINS Seattube decal.  This is the lions and swags decal printed onto a very large outer "tent" shape.  

Hetchins in red script over the top, 798 & 780 Sevensisters Road address. Multicolour.  This is NOT shown in the 

normal "transfers" section of the hetchins.org website under head/seat, but it does make a guest appearance in 

the "six day" section of the site.  I copied it from a very early original varnish fix transfer.  Sorry about the price, 

these are BIG!

229 x 92 £12.40 C

AS9 HETCHINS "coronation" downtube decal.  Very fancy long panel with embellished "H"'s at either end and red 

Hetchins in centre.  Multicolour.  As illustrated (at much-reduced size!)

370 x 34 £9.25 C

AS11 HETCHINS "coronation" Seattube decal.  Very fancy panel with Hetchins badge and olympic bands in centre, 

"H" embelishments at top and bottom.  Multicolour.

347 x 70 £16.00 C

AS16 HETCHINS downtube wrap-over decal.  Often seen on prewar frames these things are massive.  They are often 

referred to as "the 6-day" decal.  The centres of the letters and the "H" in the middle are see-through so that 

colour of frame shows through.

360 x 93 £14.40 C

BA1 HIGGINS ULTRALITE D/T in script.  White/black, Gold/black or red/black. 180 x 28 £3.20 W

CE3 HILL SPECIAL Down-tube transfer.  White script, black edge and 3-D red effect 135 x 25 £4.50 C

CE1 HILL SPECIAL downtube transfer.  White/black blocks. 175 x 23 £3.50 V



CE2 HILL SPECIAL seat/head transfer.  Red/White/Gold/Black/Green.  Blackpool address 75 x 45 £6.50 V

CE4 HILL SPECIAL head/seat transfer.  "Hill Bros" in script across centre, Padiham at bottom.  Multicolour. 58 x 38 £6.50 C

JW1 BARRY HOBAN downtube decal.  Wacky paperclip style writing in sausage shape.  Printed black or white onto 

clear.  DON'T FORGET TO CHOOSE!

217 x 26 £3.20 C

JW2 BARRY HOBAN seat tube decal.  Wacky paperclip style writing in sausage shape, arranged vertically as shown.  

Printed black or white onto clear.  DON'T FORGET TO CHOOSE!

230 x 25 £3.20 C

JW3 BARRY HOBAN head tube decal.  Oval in shiny metallic foil with union jack and Hoban's mugshot over the top.  60 x 43 £6.50 C

AV1 HOBBS OF BARBICAN D/T in script.  White/black, gold/black or red/black.  Used 1945-on 200 x 28 £3.20 W

AV10 HOBBS OF BARBICAN downtube in script.  Cream version with Green edge.  This colour combination was 

popular on post-war  frames.

201 x 29 £3.20 W

AV2 HOBBS OF BARBICAN Head/seat transfer.  "Special Model".  Multicolour 68 x 48 £5.20 W

AV4 HOBBS Head/set transfer.  The oval one with "Sterling works" Dagenham address.  Red, green, black and gold.  

Estimated 1945-50

64 x 44 £4.80 W

AV5 HOBBS Head/set transfer.  The oval one with "Rainham Road South, Dagenham" address.  Red, green, black 

and gold.  Estimated 1950-on.

64 x 44 £4.80 W

AV6 HOBBS head/seat transfer for pre-war machines.  34 Barbican address.  Oval shape with gold red black detail. 63 x 43 £5.50 W

AV7 HOBBS down-tube transfer for pre-war machines.  "Hobbs" (NO "Barbican") in red with gold edge and 

gold/green/black arrow shap behind.  Marque Enthisiast approved!

203 x 26 £3.50 W

AV8 HOBBS BLUE RIBAND head/seat transfer.  "Blue Riband" in swags, "A Hobbs" in script below.  Other 

embelishments. Multicolour. (NOTE I've found three  different versions of this transfer, but can only offer this 

one!)

£6.50 C

AV3 HOBBS (OF BARBICAN) "Blue Riband" down tube transfer.  Gold/blue/black script.  (Blue Riband was intoduced 

in 1950)

250 x 25 £4.50 H

HOLDSWORTH on the web.  I cannot recommend too highly N Kilgariff's site for all things Holdswoth, Claud 

Butler and Freddie Grubb!  The site can be found at www.nkilgariff.com and will satisfy many of your research 

queries or questions that you may otherwise ask me!

H Lloyd Cycles are now recognised by Planet-x, the owners of Holdsworth, 

as their preferred supplier for historical Holdsworth decals and headbadges.  

In return for this H Lloyd Cycles pay Planet-x a royalty.  Our extensive list of 

Holdsworth decals is shown below.
AR3 HOLDSWORTH "prancing horse"-type head/seat.  "WORTHY" across top. 65 x 44 £4.80 W

AR10 HOLDSWORTH head/seat transfer.  DISTINCTLY different to AR3.  Crown over top, no "worthy", blue colour 

included (not in AR3).

64 x 44 £5.40 W

AR6 HOLDSWORTH block decal  for Holdsworth "Pro".  This white decal with a red edge was used on top AND down-

tubes, usually mounted on a dark blue panel

258 x 25 £4.00 C

AR14 HOLDSWORTH "PROFESSIONAL"  top tube decal.  This is the script one, not the block version, and is 

accurately recreated from a sample in our collection.  Printed in black OR white onto clear.  CHOOSE!  Priced 

per PAIR.  NB overall height includes the "descender" on the "f"! 

56 x 18 £4.50 C

AR16 HOLDSWORTH "PROFESSIONAL"  top tube world champion bands.  These are made specially for these 

frames and sized from an original machine. Priced per PAIR. 

95 x 9 £3.00 C

AR17 HOLDSWORTH "PROFESSIONAL"  seat tube world champion bands.  These are made specially for these 

frames and sized from an original machine.  They have white at top and bottom, as well as the five colours.  

Priced per PAIR.

95 x 19 £3.00 C

AR15 HOLDSWORTH "PROFESSIONAL"  top tube decal.  This is the black block capital one with red and blue lines 

above and below.  Printed onto clear.  Priced per PAIR. 

66 x 14 £5.50 C

AR12 HOLDSWORTH fork transfer.  Small shield used on top of (Cinelli) forks on "Pro" model.  Red/white/green shield 

with "Italia" at the top PAIR

49 x 26 £6.00 C

AR2 HOLDSWORTH downtube.  Fancy "W.F. Holdsworth" blocks with W over F at the beginning.  White/black, 

gold/black or red/black.  Note that white/black currently in vinyl print (code C)

203 x 22 £3.20 W/C

AR1 HOLDSWORTH plain block downtube transfer saying "W. F. HOLDSWORTH" IN white or black 283 x 16 £2.60 W

AR4 HOLDSWORTH.  Script W. F. Holdsworth D/T.  White/black, gold/black or red/black 148 x 27 £3.30 W

AR7 HOLDSWORTH downtube transfer with heavy block serif similar to Claud Butler "K1".  Used '70's and 80's.  

White/black, red/black or gold/black.

200 x 24 £3.20 W



AR8 HOLDSWORTH seattube transfer with heavy block serif similar to Claud Butler "K2".  Used '70's and 80's.  

White/black, red/black or gold/black

264 x 28 £3.20 W

AR9 HOLDSWORTH downtube transfer.  VERY similar to AR2 but no "WF" at the beginning.  All uprights curved and 

changed detail e.g. no "figure 8" in side "O"'s.  Printed plain black, plain gold, gold/black or black/gold onto clear.  

State which colour!

172 x 20 £3.20 C

AR19 HOLDSWORTHY oblong foil sticker for bottom of seat tube.  Stylised fella on bike, black detail and address, all 

on shiny silver foil

39 x 34 £2.60 C

AR20 HOLDSWORTHY small rosette decal for bottom of seat tube.  Same fella on bike as AR19, address below, 

laurel leaf all around outside.  Printed in gold with black detail.

37 x 37 £2.80 C

AR11 HOLDSWORTH CYCLONE top tube transfer.  Script, black edge, White/black, gold/black or red/black 29 x 13 £1.80 W

AR13 HOLDSWORTH top tube names from 1950's.  Curved gold script inside small cream "swag".  Model name 

Hurricane, Cyclone, Cyclone Deluxe, Monsoon, Tornado, Whirlwind, Typhoon, Zephyr, Super Mistral, or Mistral.  

Don’t forget to CHOOSE!  PRICED PER PAIR.

38 x 9 £5.50 C

AR18 HOLDSWORTH RECORD top tube transfer.  Unique block capitals printed onto clear substrate.  Available white 

or black CHOOSE!  "Record" was a popular 1970's model

59 x 10 £2.80 C

BZ3 HOLLY cycles (A J HODGE), Seven Sisters Rd.  Head/seat in red 65 x 32 £3.30 P

HOPPER - See "ELSWICK" too!

GM4 HOPPER crest decal.   Often found on Mudguard, seat tube AND head tube!  Star shape with globe and "Barton 

on Humber"

46 x 43 £6.50 C

GM5 HOPPER crest decal.   Often found on Mudguard, seat tube AND head tube!  "Seahorses" type "The ELSWICK" 

across top, ELSWICK HOPPER at centre and "Barton on Humber" address

54 x 40 £6.50 C

GM1 HOPPER downtube decal.  Block caps in gold with black edge.This version has a little square shape at left and 

right, but if not required it can be discarded.

187 x 22 £3.20 C

GM2 HOPPER seattube decal.  Block caps arranged vertically in gold with black edge.  This version has a little square 

shape at top and bottom, but if not required it can be discarded.

170 x 28 £3.20 C

GM3 HOPPER chaincase decal.  Block caps in gold with black edge and a little gold box underneath saying "MADE IN 

ENGLAND"

79 x 17 £3.60 C

F1 HUMBER gold script 101 x 32 £2.80 w

F2 HUMBER head/seat transfer in plain gold with "Nymphs" and "Beeston, Notts. Coventry" 44 x 27 £3.80 C

F3 HUMBER head/seat transfer in plain gold with "Nymphs" and "Beeston, Wolverhampton, Coventry" 45 x 27 £4.20 W

F4 HUMBER head/seat transfer in plain gold with "Nymphs" and "Humber Limited, Coventry, England"  (Note, 

LIMITED, not Co. Ltd.)

46 x 27 £3.80 C

F10 HUMBER Chaincase "sausage" with circle in  middle containing "wheel of life".  HUM-BER split either side of the 

circle.

94 x 25 £5.20 W

F11 HUMBER Chaincase. Royal warrant for top, Humber Ltd for bottom.  Gold. 87 x 48 £4.50 C

F12 HUMBER "The Aristocrat of all Bicycles" decal. As illustrated.  All in gold with black edge.  Used in quite a few 

different frame and chainguard locations.

87 x 24 £4.20 C

F13 HUMBER "Humber Sports Model" gold block in gold frame.  Late 1930's ??  Very similar to Raleigh A11, which 

is illustrated in Raleigh section.

280 x 18 £4.20 C

REMEMBER that transfers are priced EACH (unless stated).  If you want a pair 

remember to order two !



GL1 HURLOW.  Bill Hurlow downtube decal.  W.B.HURLOW in big blocks with heavy square serif.  Available white 

with black edge, red with black edge, or gold with black edge.  CHOOSE!

206 x 19 £3.80 C

GL2 HURLOW.  Bill Hurlow head/seat tube decal.  W.B.at top, "W.B.HURLOW London & Kent" at bottom.  

Multicolour

45 x 57 £6.50 C

We have added Jack Taylor to our lists as we have had many complaints about the poor quality of decals 

available on ebay.  These are top-notch, drawn from original samples in our collection.

EA2 JACK TAYLOR Downtube decal.  This is the "Mondrian" design and is a quartered oblong in multicolour with 

Jack Taylor in block caps across the middle.

140 x 26 £3.20 C

EA1 JACK TAYLOR head/seat decal.  The "Mondrian" quartered oblong design in multicolour. 84 x 33 £3.80 C

EA5 JACK TAYLOR head decal.  The quartered oblong "Mondrian" style in multicolour but with "olympic" bands 

sticking out to right and left.  Made for oversize head-tubes (tandem 38.1mm dia) but can be reduced with a 

scalpel.

120 x 84 £6.50 C

EA3 JACK TAYLOR down tube decal in "Gothic" style with black edge.  Printed onto clear background with fill colour 

of red or white or gold.  Don't forget to CHOOSE! 

153 x 24 £3.20 C

EA7 JACK TAYLOR head/seat crest to match the "Gothic" style downtube decals.  Multicolour. 42 x 68 £5.50 C

EA6 JACK TAYLOR world champ bands.  5 colours split by silver lines with "Jack Taylor" in script on the yellow band.  

PER PAIR

95 x 29 £3.50 C

EA4 JACK TAYLOR unique 531 decals.  The 531 numbers are in BLUE with model name over the top.  STATE 

Tourist, Sports, Ladies, Curved tube, Clubman, Super-Clubman, Marathon, Track, or Tour of Britain.

42 x 31 £4.00 C

FT1 JRJ  (OLYMPIC CYCLES, LEEDS) downtube decal.  Two overlapping sets of olympic rings with "JRJ" in the 

middle.  Multicolour.  Note that I have seen FOUR different d/t decals for this maker.  This is the only one we 

offer.

140 x 23 £6.00 C

FT2 JRJ  (OLYMPIC CYCLES, LEEDS) head/seat decal.  Laurel leaves, Leeds shield, JRJ and interlocking olympic 

rings.  NOTE these are worked up from detailed photos so not QUITE as accurate as those worked up from a 

flat original.

40 x 62 £5.50 C

For BOB JACKSON  please look under "B" !

AH2 JAMES circular seat transfer.  Red/silver 50mm dia £6.00 C

AH6 JAMES downtube.  "the James".  Red blocks in fancy gold/black frame 100 x 40 £5.20

AH5 JAMES downtube.  Grey/black/white blocks. 92 x 30 £5.20

AH4 JAMES garter/shield head/seat transfer.  Multicolour 63 x 42 £5.20

AH1 JAMES shield type head transfer.  Multicolour 63 x 44 £5.20

AH3 JAMES small shield head/seat transfer 36 x 28 £4.80

HK1 JENSEN downtube decal.  Long red/white/blue diamond with black/gold JENSEN over the top.  Note size, but 

they did seem to be fitted as a one per side!

125 x 38 £4.20 C

HK2 JENSEN seat tube crest.  Red/white/blue diamond with black/gold JENSEN across the centre and addres of 

"Croydon"

45 x 64 £6.50 C

HK3 JENSEN tiny fork-top or seat-stay top decal.  Plain Black "JENSEN" printed on clear.  Priced PER PAIR 29 x 7 £3.80 C

EX1 Ken Rogers (Tricycle specialist, Middlesex)  Head/seat transfer.  Styleised tricyclist with address.  Printed red OR 

black on white.  STATE

50 x 38 £4.20 C

EX2 Ken Rogers Dwontube, styalised signature in romboid frame.  Printed red OR black on white.  STATE 164 x 21 £3.20 C

EX3 Ken Rogers Axle tube (for trikes) Styalised signature in romboid frame.  Printed red OR black on white.  STATE 94 x 12 £2.20 C

C

JF1 KIRK  Kirk precision "downtube" decal.  The Kirk frames were not "normal", but the little picture might help.  The 

decal has a swoosh, then "KIRK Precision" and then another swoosh.  Printed gold OR black onto clear.  Don't 

forget to choose!

187 x 24 £3.50 C

JF2 KIRK  Kirk precision "downtube" decal.  The Kirk frames were not "normal", but the little picture might help.  This 

decal is the small "Frank Kirk" signature type decal printed gold OR black onto clear.  Don't forget to choose!

35 x 19 £3.20 C

JF3 KIRK  Kirk precision headtube/seat-tube decal.  This decal is the signature initials of FGK, printed gold OR black 

onto clear.  Don't forget to choose!

37 x 28 £3.50



GW1 KNIGHT (Woverhampton) head/seat crest.  White diamond, large red "K", black outline and writing 80 x 51 £5.50 C

GW2 KNIGHT (Woverhampton) downtube in fat, serifed typeface.  Red with black edge OR white with red edge.  

Don't forget to choose!

153 x 24 £3.50 C

KONA decals are available with the kind approval of PALIGAP the UK agents.  Decals for the 1991 - 1996 

seasons only are currently available

NOTE THAT YOU MUST  PROVIDE A FRAME NUMBER WHEN ORDERING ANY KONA 

DECALS.  THIS IS A PROVISION OF THE PALIGAP APPROVAL AND ANY ORDERS 

WITHOUT FRAME NUMBER/ERRONEOUS NUMBER WILL  BE BOUNCED.

DW7 KONA Downtube decal.  Big blocks with "K" inside oval.  Drop shadow effect to letters in red, OR green OR 

purple.  Used 1991-93.  STATE colour choice.

327 x 24 £4.40 C

DW18 KONA head/seat tube decal.  "K" inside oval with small "KONA" below.  Please CHOOSE colours based on 

DW7 downtube combinations.  Believed use 1991-2

46 x 30 £4.00 C

DW9 KONA head/seat tube decal.  "jagged spiral" design in purple and green with red K centre and black detailing.  

Used 1993

51 x 54 £4.00 C

DW19 KONA top-tub enames to match DW7 downtube.  STATE colour choice as DW7 combinations.  Used 1991-93.  

Models available are:- Explosif, Cinder Cone, Lava Dome, Hahanna.  Don’t forget to choose which model 

and colour combination you want!

Varies with model £2.80 C

DW2 KONA downtube decal.  Big blocks with curved corners, black edge.  Fill colour of white, grey or bright yellow.  

Used 1994-96

330 x 26 £4.20 C

DW1 KONA head/seat tube decal.  "jagged spiral" design in grey/black/orange.  Apparantly used 1994-96 51 x 54 £4.00 C

DW4 KONA "Explosif" top tube model decal.  Block with curved corners, black edge.  Fill colour of white, grey or bright 

yellow.  Used 1994-95

110 x 8 £2.80 C

DW3 KONA "Kilauea" top tube model decal.  Block with curved corners, black edge.  Fill colour of white, grey or bright 

yellow.  Used 1994-95

102 x 8 £2.80 C

DW6 KONA "Lava Dome" top tube model decal.  Block with curved corners, black edge.  Fill colour of white, grey or 

bright yellow.  Used 1994-95

110 x 8 £2.80 C

DW15 KONA "Cinder Cone" top tube model decal.  Block with curved corners, black edge.  Fill colour of white, grey or 

bright yellow.  Used 1994-96

133 x 8 £2.80 C

DW21 KONA "HEI-HEI" top tube model decal.  Block with curved corners, black edge.  Fill colour of white, grey or 

bright yellow.  Used 1994-96

89 x 8 £2.80 C

DW5 KONA "Thumbs up" decal.  Grey/black thumb, orange "kona", yellow surround.  Used 1994-96 44 x 45 £3.80 C



DW16 KONA "RACE LIGHT" top tube decal.  Bold orange lettering over central "K" oval.  Used 1994 -1996 102 x 16 £3.50 C

DW17 KONA "MOUNTAIN SHOCK" top tube decal.  Bold orange lettering over central "K" oval.  Used 1994 -1997 140 x 16 £3.50 C

DW13 KONA "Thumbs up" decal.  Grey/black thumb in white circle, white/black-edge Kona below. 43 x 53 £3.80 C

DW14 KONA "prject 2" fork decals.  Yellow oblong with "Project" sticking out the top, yellow oval and Joe Murray 

signature below.  PAIR

36 x 20 £6.00 C

DW12 KONA detail.  "K" in grey oval, "RACE LIGHT" run around top and bottom.  "RACE LIGHT" in either white or 

orange, both with black edge.  STATE

40 x 31 £3.50 C

DW11 KONA detail.  Clear patch with "Designed by" and Joe Murray signature in white with black drop-shadow. 101 x 17 £4.00 C

DW10 KONA detail.  Yellow oval with Joe Murray signature etc. 45 x 10 £2.40 C

DW9 KONA head/seat tube decal.  "jagged spiral" design in purple and green with red K centre and black detailing.  

Used 1993

51 x 54 £4.00 C

DW20 KONA "Project Two" fork decal.  Printed white outline stating Project Two, with "Triple Butted" underneath.  

Used on 1994- forks.  Thanks to Rich Bellamy for sample!  PAIR

156 x 22 £6.80 C


